The doors opened. Freshmen, transfer, and international students passed through the historic Wren Building into the annual sea of smiles, cheers and high-fives waiting on Ancient Campus. Following the addresses of then-Interim President Taylor Reveley, III and JP Morgan executive Rhian Horgan ('99), the incoming class emerged from the Wren Building with a sense of personal responsibility and officially became part of the William and Mary community.

In his first Convocation address, then-Interim President Taylor Reveley, III encouraged all incoming students to embrace the College’s goal of improving its overall environmental friendliness. “My hope and my expectation is that William and Mary will quickly become a model for other schools, showing that real sustainability progress can be made even by colleges and universities such as William and Mary that are not awash in dollars to throw at the effort,” President Reveley said. “I believe we’re up to the challenge, and now is a good time – at the threshold of the new year – to take the challenge seriously while we’re all fresh for the race.”

Keynote speaker Rhian Horgan, JP Morgan executive and member of the class of 1999, assured the new members of the College community that they could effect change not only at William and Mary, but also in all of their future undertakings. “Today the College opens its doors to you, granting you the opportunity to pursue any path you choose,” Horgan said. “I encourage and challenge you during your time at the College and later as alumni to not only walk through the doors which will be opened for you, but also to then open doors wherever possible.”

Thus, the incoming class took its place in a historic community founded on the ideals of service and fraternity.
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Student Assembly officers Ali Snell and Jasmine Pina look on as members of the Class of 2012 view their commemorative banner for the first time. The banner would be the newest addition to the class banners hung in the dining room of the Sadler Center.